The Motorola
ET1 Enterprise
Tablet
The only retail tablet that’s flat-out enterprise
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multiple users per tablet? No problem.
With multi-user log-on, workers can use any
tablet, yet only gain access to the applications
and features required to do their job.
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Looking for a tablet that
takes retail to a new level?
Get real.
Real enterprise functionality.

Introducing the Motorola ET1 —
the only retail tablet that’s flat-out enterprise.
Many tablets offer the horsepower and real estate to run information-rich mobile applications. Only the
ET1 provides the unique combination of hardware and operating system features that truly meet the needs
of both the customer and the enterprise. The ET1 has what it takes to successfully and cost-effectively
deploy tablets in your store. You get real enterprise durability. Real enterprise manageability. Real
enterprise lifecycle. Real enterprise security built into the Android operating system. Real cross-platform
application portability. Real Wi-Fi compatibility. A battery you can change for real full-shift power. And a
form factor that our award-winning industrial design team made real easy-to-use — and a joy to hold.
So if you’re searching for the right tablet for your managers and retail associates, you’ve found it.

The Motorola ET1 — the enterprise-class tablet built for your business.
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manager dashboard:
manager
Everything your
managers need to keep dashboard:

Everything your
your store running
smoothly is always at managers need to keep
your store running
their fingertips.
smoothly is always at
their fingertips.
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Beauty, brains and brawn
While the ET1 offers the sleek styling of consumer tablets, it is all business — ready to
enable next generation customer service, associate productivity and manager efficiency.
Every aspect of the device, inside and out, has been designed to create a real enterpriseclass tablet. Outside, the ET1 has been engineered to handle all-day everyday business use,
from the housing itself to the type of glass used in the display. And inside, we’ve added
support for enterprise-class security features, remote management, enterprise peripherals,
out-of-the-box scanning and more. The result is business-class form and function, delivering:

Real enterprise durability
The ET1 delivers enterprise durability. The ET1 can
take whatever your employees dish out — including
the inevitable everyday drops, spills and bumps.
Need to use the tablet in outdoor areas where it
might be cold or extremely hot? No problem for the
ET1. And we fortified one of the most important
and most vulnerable parts — the display — with
ultra-strong Gorilla® Glass. Since Gorilla Glass can
flex without shattering or scratching, it is practically
impervious to damage. And with deep chemical
strengthening, most scratches are virtually invisible.

Real enterprise
manageability
Device management is a challenge inside the retail
store. Devices need to be readied for initial use.
There are ongoing operating system patches and
updates to software and configurations. And device
issues need to be resolved quickly to keep devices
up, running and in service. In addition, many different
types of users performing different types of tasks
might use a single device throughout the workday —
from associates helping shoppers to department and
store managers overseeing everyday operations.
Two features address these business challenges.
Compatibility with Motorola’s leading mobile device
management solution, Mobility Services Platform*,

substantially reduces the single largest cost associated
with any mobile solution — day-to-day management.
From a single centralized location, IT personnel can
stage devices and their peripherals for initial use;
update devices as required; keep devices in compliance
with pre-set policies; monitor devices to detect
and address issues before users are impacted; and
troubleshoot and resolve issues when devices, their
peripherals or installed applications malfunction.
A feature you won’t find on any consumer-oriented tablet
addresses the fact that many workers will use the same
device. With multi-user log-on, workers can use any
tablet, yet gain access only the applications and features
required to do their job. Multi-unit charging stations
make it easy to keep device batteries charged and
ready to go for each shift. A single pool of devices easily
supports a larger number of users, driving hardware
investment and management costs down, as there are
fewer tablets to purchase and manage. And because you
can prevent access to unauthorized applications, you
can prevent workers from downloading unauthorized
applications that could diminish productivity.

Real enterprise security
Security is crucial in every business — but it is especially
critical in retail, where sensitive credit card data requires
compliance with Payment Card Industry (PCI) regulations.
With the extra security measures in the ET1, in seconds,
you can configure the ET1 to encrypt not only the data
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Assisted selling:

Give your customers
all the information they
need to make that buying
decision — right now.
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resident on the tablet itself, but also on any media
card in the external media card slot. And if devices
are lost or stolen, you can choose to automatically
lock or wipe the device to prevent unauthorized use
of your data and your business applications.*

Real enterprise expandability
Add new functionality, as you need it. With both a
Bluetooth™ wireless connection and an integrated
expansion port, you can easily connect peripherals to
your ET1 — from a magnetic stripe reader (MSR) to
a portable printer or CAC card reader. We also added
something the standard version of Android doesn’t
offer — support for enterprise peripherals at the kernel
level of the Android operating system, making it easy to
program peripheral functionality into your applications.

Real high-performance
cross-platform applications
— develop one application,
run on different devices with
different operating systems
To help you manage a multiple operating system
environment, Motorola created RhoElements. With
this HTML5 application development framework,
you can say goodbye to the increasing confusion and
complexity of developing and managing multiple
versions of the same application, and say hello to ease
of deployment, functional depth and cost savings.
You can write an application just once that runs on
different mobile devices, regardless of screen size
or whether Motorola devices are based on Windows
Mobile, Windows CE or Android. Very unlike other crossplatform application development frameworks, these
OS-agnostic applications look, feel and act identically
on every device. You can easily incorporate all the
features of your mobile devices into your applications.
Applications can run online or offline, protecting
productivity by ensuring availability, even if users
occasionally wander outside of coverage of the wireless
LAN. And when it comes to performance, RhoElements
applications help improve worker productivity,
with screen draws that take place in a fraction of
the time typical of today’s mobile applications.

The result? A dramatic reduction in application
development and support costs. The freedom to choose
the device that best meets the needs of your users.
And since RhoElements will support more devices
and more operating systems in the near future, you
get future-proofed application with an extraordinary
lifecycle — and an outstanding return on investment.

Real full-shift power
While all tablets have rechargeable batteries, in
the enterprise, you need more. To keep devices in
service every minute of the workday, you need a
battery capable of holding enough power for a full
shift — plus the ability to swap batteries when
required. The ET1 has it all. If a battery is depleted
during a shift, the memory backup battery gives
users 15 minutes to replace the battery, preserving
application states and data entry in process during
that time. In addition, the integrated accelerometer
automatically maximizes battery cycle time. The ET1
powers down to sleep mode when the device is placed
face down or remains untouched for a pre-defined
period of time. And when motion is detected, the ET1
automatically resumes exactly where the user left off.

Real ease of use
Tablets are among the largest handheld mobile devices
available today. But thanks to Motorola’s award
winning Industrial Design team, your users won’t feel
that way. The ET1 is specially designed to feel light in
the hand, very balanced and very easy to hold for long
periods of time — without causing fatigue. A sensor
automatically detects the level of available light and
adjusts the backlight, so as users move between areas
with different lighting, they can easily see the screen
without fidgeting with settings. And if an application
is easier to use or view in landscape instead of portrait
orientation, all users have to do is rotate the ET1.
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mobile pos:

let your customers
pay on the spot, the
moment the purchase
decision has been
made. No need to
stand in line — or
risk a lost sale.
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Real enterprise-class
voice functionality —
cross-communications
between different types of
devices on different networks
In your retail store, you most likely have different
types of mobile devices that may even run on different
networks. Compatibility with Motorola’s TEAM
solution** allows push-to-talk calls between workers
with the ET1 and any other TEAM-enabled device —
with customers at in-store kiosks; associates with ET1
tablets or other Motorola mobile computers; department
managers with TEAM VoWLAN smartphones; store
managers carrying the Apple iPhone, the Motorola
Droid and other popular smartphones; and janitorial and
security staff with two-way radios. The result? You have
the freedom to select an Android-based device without
creating an island of users that cannot easily reach or be
reached by the rest of your team — or your customers.

Real enterprise lifecycle
Consumer and enterprise tablets appear and disappear
as fast as mobile phones. We know anything less
than a three-year lifecycle can wreak havoc on
your operations, translating into more models and
versions to deploy and support. With the ET1, as
with all Motorola enterprise devices, you get the
peace of mind that you can buy the same device for
three full years from the date it is first available for
purchase, plus an additional three years of support
will be available after the product is discontinued.

Real enterprise support
No matter what help your business might need, we
have a service that delivers. We can provide assistance
at every stage — from planning and assessment
through design, deployment, and ongoing management
and support. For example, Service from the Start
with Comprehensive Coverage is an all-inclusive
service that covers normal wear and tear, internal and
external components damaged through accidental
breakage for both device and select accessories,
as well as operating system issues — keeping the
ET1 up, running and in the hands of your users.

Turbocharge your managers
and associates today with
the Android tablet that’s
flat-out enterprise —
the Motorola ET1.
To find out how, visit www.motorolasolutions.com/ET1
or access our global contact directory at
www.motorola.com/enterprisemobility/contactus
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THE MANY WAYS YOU CAN
PUT THE ET1 TO WORK IN
YOUR RETAIL STORE
The versatile ET1 can perform many jobs in the retail store. With just a few taps on the
screen, the same device can provide: associates with the information they need to best
serve customers — and the tools they need to better manage inventory; managers with
the dashboard information they need to better manage the overall business; customers
with new services, such as in depth product information, inventory, price checks and more.
Applications include:
Guided/assisted
selling

Mobile POS

Manager’s
electronic
dashboard

PLANOGRAM
MANAGEMENT

Task and workforce
management

Item locator

Special/custom
orders

Tr ai
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Video training:

Make sure your
associates are ready to
tell customers about
new products and
today’s promotions.
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About MotorolA SOLUTIONS
On any given day, every moment matters to someone, somewhere. And every
moment, Motorola Solutions’ innovations, products, and services play essential
roles in people’s lives.
We help firefighters see around buildings and police officers see around street
corners. We make supply chains visible to retailers and entire power grids
visible to utility workers. We provide the situational awareness first responders
need when a moment brings catastrophe. And we help companies deliver
shipments at the moment they’re promised.
We do this by connecting them to seamless communication networks,
applications and services, by providing them with real-time information, and
by arming them with intuitive, nearly indestructible handheld devices.
We help people be their best in the moments that matter.

This is our purpose.

* A
 ll features are not supported with initial release; some features will be available in the near future.
See your Motorola Solutions salesperson for detailed feature information and timing.
** Support available in the near future.
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